We optimize multiway equijoins on relational tables using degree information. We give a new bound that uses degree information to more tightly bound the maximum output size of a query. On real data, our bound on the number of triangles in a social network can be up to 95 times tighter than existing worst case bounds. We show that using only a constant amount of degree information, we are able to obtain join algorithms with a running time that has a smaller exponent than existing algorithms-for any database instance. We also show that this degree information can be obtained in nearly linear time, which yields asymptotically faster algorithms in the serial setting and lower communication cost algorithms in the MapReduce setting. In the serial setting, the data complexity of join processing can be expressed as a function O(IN x + OUT) in terms of input size IN and output size OUT in which x depends on the query. An upper bound for x is given by the fractional hypertreewidth. We are interested in situations in which we can get algorithms for which x is strictly smaller than the fractional hypertreewidth. We say that a join can be processed in subquadratic time if x < 2. Building on the AYZ algorithm for processing cycle joins in quadratic time, for a restricted class of joins which we call 1-series-parallel graphs, we obtain a complete decision procedure for identifying subquadratic solvability (subject to the 3-SUM problem requiring quadratic time). Our 3-SUM based quadratic lower bound is tight, making it the only known tight bound for joins that does not require any assumption about the matrix multiplication exponent ω. We also give a MapReduce algorithm that meets our improved communication bound and handles essentially optimal parallelism.
Introduction
We study query evaluation for natural join queries. Traditional database systems process joins in a pairwise fashion (two tables at a time), but recently a new breed of multiway join algorithms has been developed that satisfies stronger runtime guarantees. In the sequential setting, worst-case-optimal sequential algorithms such as NPRR [17, 18] or LFTJ [19] process the join in runtime that is upper bounded by the largest possible output size, a stronger guarantee than what traditional optimizers provide. In MapReduce settings (described in Section 3.4), the Shares algorithm [2, 14] (described in Section 3.5) processes multiway joins with optimal communication complexity on skew free data. However, traditional database systems have developed sophisticated techniques to improve query performance. One popular technique used by commercial database systems is to collect "statistics": auxiliary information about data, such as relation sizes, histograms, and counts of distinct different attribute values. Using this information helps the system better estimate the size of a join's output and the runtimes of different query plans, and make better choices of plans. Motivated by the use of statistics in query processing, we consider how statistics can improve the new breed of multiway join algorithms in sequential and parallel settings.
We consider the first natural choice for such statistics about the data: the degree. The degree of a value in a table is the number of rows in which that value occurs in that table. We describe a simple preprocessing technique to facilitate the use of degree information, and demonstrate its value through three applications: (i) An improved output size bound (ii) An improved sequential join algorithm (iii) An improved MapReduce join algorithm. Each of these applications has an improved exponent relative to their corresponding state-of-the-art versions [5, 8, 17, 19] .
Our key technique is what we call degree-uniformization. Assume for the moment that we know the degree of each value in each relation, we then partition each relation by degree of each of its attributes. In particular, we assign each degree to a bucket using a parameter L: we create one bucket for degrees in [1, L) , one for degrees in [L, L 2 ), and so on. We then place each tuple in every relation into a partition based on the degree buckets for each of its attribute values. The join problem then naturally splits into smaller join problems; each smaller problem consisting of a join using one partition from each relation. Letting IN denote the input size, if we set L = IN c for some constant c, say 1 4 , the number of smaller joins we process will be exponential in the number of relations-but constant with respect to the data size IN. Intuitively, the benefit of joining partitions separately is that each partition will have more information about the input and will have reduced skew. We show that by setting L appropriately this scheme allows us to get tighter AGM [5] -like bounds. Now we consider a concrete example. Suppose we have a d-regular graph with N edges; the number of triangles in the graph is bounded by min(Nd, But for other degrees, we do much better; better even than simply "summing" the AGM bounds over each combination of partitions. Table 1 compares our bound (MO) with the AGM bound for the triangle join on social networks from the SNAP datasets [15] . The last column shows the ratio of the AGM bound to our bound; our bound is tighter by a factor of 11× to 95×. We could not compare the bounds on the Facebook network, but if the number of friends per user is ≤ 5000, our bound is at least 450× tighter than the AGM bound.
We further use degree uniformization as a tool to develop algorithms that satisfy stronger runtime and communication guarantees. Degree uniformization allows us to get runtimes with a better exponent than existing algorithms, while requiring only linear time preprocessing on the data. We demonstrate our idea in both the serial and parallel (MapReduce) setting, and we now describe each in turn.
Serial Join Algorithms
We use our degree-uniformization to derive new cases in which one can obtain subquadratic algorithms for join processing. More precisely, let IN denote the size of the input, and OUT denote the size of the output. Then the runtime of an algorithm on a query Q can be written as O(IN x + OUT) for some x. Note that x ≥ 1 for all algorithms and queries in this model as we must read the input to answer the query. If the query is α-acyclic, Yannakakis' algorithm [20] achieves x = 1.
A combination of algorithms like NPRR and LFTJ with Yannakakis' algorithm allows us to achieve x = fhw, where fhw is fractional hypertree width, a recent generalization of tree width [11] . This if the query has fhw equal to 2, then we can achieve x = 2. In this work, we focus on cases for which we can achieve x < 2, which we call subquadratic algorithms. Subquadratic algorithms are interesting creatures in their own right, but they may provide tools to attack the common case in join processing in which OUT is smaller than IN.
Our work builds on the classical AYZ algorithm [3] , which derives subquadratic algorithms for cycles by using degree information. This is a better result than the one achieved by the fhw result, since for cycles of length ≥ 4, the fhw is already = 2. This result is specific to cycles, raising the question: "Which joins are solvable in subquadratic time?" Technically, the AYZ algorithm makes use of properties of cycles in their result and of "heavy and light" nodes (high degree and low degree, respectively). We show that degree-uniformization is a generalization of this method, and that it allows us to derive subquadratic algorithms for a larger family of joins. We devise a procedure to upper bound the processing time of a join, and an algorithm to match this upper bound. Our procedure improves the runtime exponent x relative to existing work, for a large family of joins. Moreover, for a class of graphs that we call 1-series-parallel graphs, 1 we completely resolve the subquadratic question in the following sense: For each 1-series-parallel graph, we can either solve it in subquadratic time, or we show that it cannot be solved subquadratically unless the 3-SUM problem [6] (see Section 3.8) can be solved in subquadratic time. Note that 1-series-parallel graphs have fhw equal to 2. Hence, they can all be solved in quadratic time using existing algorithms; making our 3-SUM based lower bound tight. There is a known 3-SUM based lower bound of N 4 3 on triangle join processing, which only has a matching upper bound under the assumption that the matrix multiplication exponent ω = 2. In contrast, our quadratic lower bound can be matched by existing algorithms without any assumptions on ω. To our knowledge, this makes it the only known tight bound on join processing time for small output sizes.
We also recover our sequential join results within the well-known GHD framework [11] . We do this using a novel notion of width, which we call m-width (MW), that is no larger than fhw, and sometimes smaller than submodular width [16] (see Section 5.5). While we resolve the subquadratic problem on 1-series-parallel graphs, the general subquadratic problem remains open. We show that known notions of widths, such as submodular width and m-width do not fully characterize subquadratically solvable joins (see Section 5.6).
Joins on MapReduce
Degree information can also be used to improve the efficiency of joins on MapReduce. Previous work by Beame et al. [8] uses knowledge of heavy hitters (values with high degree) to improve parallel join processing on skewed data. It allows a limited range of parallelism (number of processors p ≤ √ IN), but subject to that achieves optimal communication for 1-round MapReduce algorithms. We use degree information to allow all levels of parallelism (p ≥ 1) while processing the join. We also obtain an improved degree-based upper bound on output size that can be significantly better than the AGM bound even on simple queries. Our improved parallel algorithm takes three rounds of MapReduce, matches our improved bound, and out-performs the optimal 1-round algorithm in several cases. As an example, our improved bound lets us correctly upper bound the output of a sparse triangle join (where each value has degree O(1)) by IN instead of IN 2 ) communication [8] . Furthermore, previous work uses edge packings to bound the communication cost of processing a join. Edge packings have the paradoxical property that adding information on the size of subrelations by adding the subrelations into the join can make the communication cost larger. As an example suppose a join has a relation R, with an attribute A in its schema. Adding π A (R) to the set of relations to be joined does not change the join output. However, adding a weight term for subrelation π A (R) in the edge packing linear program increases its communication cost bound. In contrast, if we add π A (R) 1 A 1-series-parallel graph consists of a source vertex s, a target vertex t, and a set of paths of any length from s to t, which do not share any nodes other than s and t.
into the join, our degree based bound does not increase, and will in fact decrease if |π A (R)| is small enough.
Computing Degree Information
In some cases, degree information is not available beforehand or is out of date. In such a case, we show a simple way to compute the degrees of all values in time linear in the input size. Moreover, the degree computation procedure can be fully parallelized in MapReduce. Even after including the complexity of computing degrees, our algorithms outperform state of the art join algorithms.
Organization Our paper is structured as follows:
• In Section 2, we describe related work.
• Section 3 introduces our notation and describes background work.
• In Section 4, we describe a process called degree-uniformization, which mitigates skew. We show the DBP and MO bounds on join output size that strengthen the exponent in the AGM bound, and describe a method to compute the degrees of all attributes in all relations.
• In Section 5, we present DARTS, our sequential algorithm that achieves tighter runtime exponents than state-of-the-art. We use DARTs to process several joins in subquadratic time. Then we establish a quadratic runtime lower bound for a certain class of queries modulo the 3-SUM problem. Finally we recover the results of DARTS within the familiar GHD framework, using a novel notion of width (m-width) that is tighter than fhw.
• In Section 6, we present a tunable parallel algorithm whose communication cost at maximum parallelism equals the input size plus the DBP bound. The algorithm's guarantees work on all inputs independent of skew.
Related Work
We divide related work into four broad categories:
New Join Algorithms and Implementation The AGM bound [5] is tight on the output size of a multiway join in terms of the query structure and sizes of relations in the query. Several existing join algorithms, such as NPRR [17] , LFTJ [19] , and Generic Join [18] , have worst case runtime equal to this bound. However, there exist instances of relations where the output size is significantly smaller than the worstcase output size (given by the AGM bound), and the above algorithms can have a higher cost than the output size. We demonstrate a bound on output size that has a tighter exponent than the AGM bound by taking into account information on degrees of values, and match it with a parallelizable algorithm.
On α-acyclic queries, Yannakakis' algorithm [20] is instance optimal up to a constant multiplicative factor. That is, its cost is O(IN + OUT) where IN is the input size. For cyclic queries, we can combine Yannakakis' algorithm with the worst-case optimal algorithms like NPRR to get a better performance than that of NPRR alone. This is done using Generalized Hypertree decompositions (GHDs) [10, 11] of the query to answer the query in time O(IN fhw +OUT) where fhw is a measure of cyclicity of the query. A query is α-acyclic if and only if its fhw is one. Our work allows us to obtain a tighter runtime exponent than fhw by dealing with values of different degrees separately.
Parallel Join Algorithms The Shares [2] algorithm is the optimal one round algorithm for skew free databases, matching the lower bound of Beame et al. [7] . But its communication cost can be much worse than optimal when skew is present. Beame's work [8] deals with skew and is optimal among 1-round algorithms when skew is present. The GYM [1] algorithm shows that allowing log(n) rounds of MapReduce instead of just one round can significantly reduce cost. Allowing n rounds can reduce it even further. Our work shows that merely going from one to three rounds can by itself significantly improve on existing 1-round algorithms. Our parallel algorithm can be incorporated into Step 1 of GYM as well, thereby reducing its communication cost.
Using Database Statistics
The cycle detection algorithm by Alon, Yuster and Zwick [3] can improve on the fhw bound by using degree information in a sequential setting. Specifically, the fhw of a cycle is two but the AYZ algorithm [3] can process a cycle join in time O(IN 2− + OUT) where > 0 is a function of the cycle length. We generalize this, obtaining subquadratic runtime for a larger family of graphs, and develop a general procedure for upper bounding the cost of a join by dealing with different degree values separately.
Beame et al.'s work [8] also uses degree information for parallel join processing. Specifically, it assumes that all heavy hitters (values with high degree) and their degrees are known beforehand, and processes them separately to get optimal 1-round results. Their work uses edge packings to bound the cost of their algorithm. Edge packings have the counterintuitive property that adding more constraints, or more information on subrelation sizes, can worsen the edge packing cost. This suggests that edge packings alone do not provide the right framework for taking degree information into account. Our work remedies this, and the performance of our algorithm improves when more constraints are added. In addition, Beame et al. [8] assume that p < √ M where M is relation size and p is the number of processors. Thus, their algorithm cannot be maximally parallelized. In contrast, our algorithm can work at all levels of parallelism, ranging from one in which each processor gets only O(1) tuples to one in which a single processor does all the processing.
Degree Uniformization
The partitioning technique of Alon et al. [4] is similar to our degree-uniformization technique, but has stronger guarantees at a higher cost. It splits a relation into 'parts' where the maximum degree of any attribute set A in each part P is within a constant factor of the average degree of A in P . In contrast, degreeuniformization lets us upper bound the maximum degree of A in P in absolute terms, but not relative to the average degree of A in P .
Marx's work [16] uses a stronger partitioning technique to fully characterize the fixed-parameter tractability of joins in terms of the submodular width of their hypergraphs. Marx achieves degree-uniformity within all small projections of the output, while we only achieve uniform degrees within relations. Marx's preprocessing is expensive; the technique as written in Section 4 of his paper [16] 
Background

Preliminaries and Notation
Throughout the paper we consider a multiway join. Let R be the set of relations in the join and A be the set of all attributes in those relations' schemas. For any relation R, we let attr(R) denote the set of attributes in the schema of R. We wish to process the join R∈R R, defined as the set of tuples t such that ∀R ∈ R : π attr(R) (t) ∈ R. The size of a relation R, written |R|, denotes the number of tuples in R. For any set of attributes A ⊆ A, a value in attribute set A is defined as a tuple from R∈R:A⊆attr(R) π A (R). For any A ⊆ attr(R), the degree of a value v in A in relation R is given by the number of times v occurs in
In Section 5, we denote a join query with a hypergraph G; the vertices in the graph correspond to attributes and the hyperedges to relations. We use R(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k ) to denote a relation R having schema (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k ). IN denotes the input size i.e. sum of sizes of input relations, while OUT denotes the output size. Our output size bounds, computation costs, and communication costs will be expressed usingÕ notation which hides polylogarithmic factors i.e. log c (IN), for some c not dependent on number of tuples IN (but possibly dependent on the number of relations/attributes). All ensuing logarithms in the paper, unless otherwise specified, will be to the base IN.
The AGM Bound
Consider the following linear program:
A valid assignment of weights w R to relation R in the linear program is called a fractional cover. If ρ * is the minimum value of the objective function, then an upper bound on the join output size is given by IN ρ * . This is called the AGM bound.
The AGM bound uses information about the relations schema as well as relation sizes. For any set of relations R, we use AGM(R) to denote the AGM bound on | R∈R R|.
Generalized Hypertree Decompositions (GHDs)
Definition 1 Given a set of relations R over attributes A, a generalized hypertree decomposition is a pair 2 (T , χ) where T is a tree and χ is a function from nodes of T to 2 A such that -For each relation R ∈ R, there exists a tree node t in T that covers the relation, i.e. attr(R) ⊆ χ(t). -For each attribute A ∈ A, the set of tree nodes containing A i.e. {t | A ∈ χ(t)} forms a connected subtree.
The latter condition is called the "running intersection property". The χ(t) sets are referred to as 'bags' of the GHD. Using GHDs, we can define several notions of 'width', which capture the cyclicity of a query. For example, the treewidth of a GHD is the maximum value of |χ(t)| − 1 over nodes t in T , and treewidth of a query is the treewidth of its minimum-treewidth GHD. Similarly, fractional hypertreewidth (fhw) is the maximum value of log(AGM R (χ(t))) over t ∈ T where AGM R (χ(t)) is the AGM bound over the join R∈R π χ(t) (R) . Again the fhw of a query is the minimum fhw over its GHDs.
If the width of a GHD is w (for any of the known notions of width other than submodular width), then the size of the join R∈R π χ(t) (R) is ≤ IN w for all t ∈ T . Thus the join can be computed by first computing the join within the bag as above, and then running Yannakakis' algorithm [20] on the resulting relations with a runtime of IN w + OUT.
MapReduce
In the MapReduce (MR) model, there are unboundedly many processors on a networked file system. Each processor has unbounded hard disk space and load capacity L (explained later). The computation proceeds in two phases.
Step 1. Each processor (referred to as a mapper), reads its tuples from its hard disk and sends each tuple to one or more processors (called reducers). The total number of tuples received by each reducer from all mappers should not exceed load capacity L.
Step 2. Each reducer locally processes the ≤ L tuples it receives, and streams its output to the network file system. The output size at a reducer can exceed load capacity L as it is streamed to the network file system.
The communication cost of each round is defined as the total number of tuples sent from all mappers to reducers. We measure the complexity of our algorithms in terms of communication cost and number of rounds. Shares uses a single round of MapReduce. For each tuple t ∈ R, R ∈ R, we compute hash bucket h A (π A (t)) for each A ∈ attr(R). Then in the MapReduce round, each tuple t ∈ R, R ∈ R, is sent to every processor P such that
The Shares Algorithm
. Thus t will be sent to the A∈A\attr(R) s A processors whose hash buckets match those of the tuple for all attributes in attr(R). Then, each processor joins all the tuples it receives, and the final output of the join equals the union of the outputs produced by all processors.
Each tuple in relation R gets sent to A/ ∈attr(R) s A processors. The communication cost of this algorithm is thus R∈R |R| A/ ∈attr(R) s A . The expected load on each processor (number of input tuples it receives) is R∈R |R| A∈attr(R) (s A ) −1 , which is simply the total communication divided by the total number of processors. On the other hand, the variance in load can be high, leading to some processors receiving a very high number of input tuples. In general, the shares s A are chosen so as to minimize the total communication cost, given the number of processors.
Articulation Set
Suppose we have a hypergraph
If H is connected, then an articulation set S is a set S V such that the hypergraph
The AYZ Algorithm
The AYZ algorithm lets us compute a cycle join in subquadratic time. Consider a join given by n i=1 R i (X i , X i+1 ) (where X n+1 = X 1 ), for n ≥ 4. This is the cycle join of length n. The cycle has fhw equal to 2, so the join can be processed in timeÕ(N 2 + OUT). However, we can even process the join in subquadratic time as follows: For each attribute X j , we compute the total degree of each of its values (summed over both the relations the attribute is in). We choose a threshold . We call any value with total degree less than light, and other values heavy. We process heavy and light values separately. Let Heavy denote the set of all heavy values in all attributes. Since each attribute occurs in 2 relations with up to N tuples each, the number of heavy values in an attribute can be at most 2N . Thus |Heavy| isÕ( N ). For each heavy value h in each attribute X j , we 'marginalize' over the value i.e. restrict X j to h in the join. So effectively we compute the join with all values in X j other than h removed. This turns the join into a chain join
Adding column X j = h to the output of the chain above gives us the output for h. Let us call this output OUT h . Using Yannakakis' algorithm on the chain lets us solve it in timeÕ(N + OUT h ). Thus, the total time for processing all heavy values in all attributes is
This way, we can find all outputs containing at least one heavy value. After this is done, we can delete all the heavy values, and process only light values. This is done by a simple brute force search. We start with each value in X 1 , which has at most neighbors in X 2 , X n , which together have at most 2 neighbors in X 3 , X n−1 and so on. At X n 2 we take intersection of neighbors from both directions. The total running time for this procedure is the number of values in X 1 i.e. N, times the total number of neighbors explored per X 1 value, which is n 2 . Thus, the total processing time of the join isÕ 
3-SUM
We first define the 3-SUM problem below.
Problem 1
The 3SUM problem : Given n integers x 1 , x 2 , ... x n all polynomial sized in n, do there exist three of those numbers,
There is no known algorithm for solving this problem in timeÕ(n 2− ) for any > 0, and it is believed that such an algorithm does not exist. On the other hand, there is a known algorithm for solving the problem in time that is smaller than n 2 by a subpolynomial (log) factor [6] . We next state the 3-XOR problem, which is subquadratically reducible from the 3-SUM problem (and which we later reduce to a join to prove hardness for that join).
Problem 2
The 3XOR problem : Given n integers x 1 , x 2 , ... x n all polynomial sized in n, do there exist three of those numbers, x i , x j , x k such that x i ⊕ x j ⊕ x k = 0 where ⊕ refers to bitwise xor?
Degree Uniformization
We describe our algorithms for degree-uniformization and counting, as well as our improved output size bound. Section 4.1 gives a high-level overview of our join algorithms. Then, we describe the degree-uniformization which is a key step in our algorithms. In Section 4.2, we present the DBP bound, an upper bound on join output size that will be used to characterize the communication cost of our parallel join algorithm. We show that the DBP bound has a tighter exponent than the AGM bound. Then in Section 4.3, we describe the MO bound, which is also a upper bound on the join output size with an even tighter exponent than the DBP bound. We provide realistic examples in which the DBP and MO bounds are much tighter than the AGM bound. Finally, in Section 4.4 we describe a linear time algorithm for computing degrees.
We describe our high level join procedure in Algorithm 1. In Step 1, we compute the degree of each value in each attribute set A, in each relation R. If the degrees are available beforehand, due to being maintained by the database, then we can skip this step. We further describe this step in Section 4.4.
Steps 2, 3 together constitute degree-uniformization. In these steps, we partition each relation R by degree. In particular, we assign each value in a relation to a bucket based on its degree: with one bucket for degrees in [1, L) , one for degrees in [L, L 2 ), and so on (we will describe how to set parameter L later). Then we process the join using one partition from each relation, for all possible combinations of partitions. Each such combination is referred to as a degree configuration. We use c to denote any individual degree configuration, C L to denote the set of all degree configurations, R(c) to denote the part of relation R being joined in configuration c, and
Step 2 consists of enumerating all degree configurations, and
Step 3 consists of finding the partition of each relation corresponding to each degree configuration.
In
Step 4, we compute J c = R∈R(c) R for each degree configuration c. Section 5 describes how to perform Step 4 in a sequential setting, while Section 6 describes it for a MapReduce setting.
Step 5 combines the join outputs for each c to get the final output.
Steps 1, 2, 3 and 5 can be performed efficiently in MapReduce as well as sequential settings; thus the cost of Algorithm 1 is determined by Step 4.
Step 4 is carried out differently in sequential and MapReduce settings. Steps 1, 2, and 3 have a cost ofÕ(IN), while Step 5 has costÕ(OUT). Since reading the input and output always has a cost ofÕ(IN + OUT), the only extra costs we incur are in Step 4 when we actually process the join. Costs for Step 4 will be described in Sections 5 and 6.
Degree-Uniformization Now we describe degree-uniformization in detail. We pick a value for a parameter L which we call 'bucket range', and define buckets
we say B i ≤ B j iff i ≤ j . A degree configuration specifies a unique bucket for each relation and set of attributes in that relation. Formally:
Definition 2 Given a parameter L, we define a degree configuration c to be a function that maps each pair (R, A) with
Informally, if c(R, A) = B k , then the configuration selects tuples t from R, for which the degree of π A (t) is in B k . The first constraint in Definition 2 uses the fact that for any t ∈ R, the degree of π A (t) must be ≤ that of π A (t) if A ⊆ A (since the former is strictly more restrictive than the latter). The second constraint uses the fact that the degree of π attr(R) (t) = t in R is always 1 (because tuple can occur only once in a relation), while the degree of the empty attribute set is |R|.
Example 1 If a join has relations
Definition 3 Given a degree configuration c for a given L, and a relation R ∈ R, we define R(c) to be the set of tuples in R that have degrees consistent with c. Specifically:
We define C L to be the set of all degree configurations with parameter L. We can show that degree configurations partition our join problem into subproblems with disjoint outputs. Formally:
Lemma 1 For every L, and for every tuple t ∈ R∈R R, there is a unique degree configuration c ∈ C L such that t ∈ R∈R R(c).
Proof Let t R = π attr(R) (t) denote the tuple in R that took part in the join to produce output tuple t.
Consider a function c that maps each pair R ∈ R, A ⊆ attr(R), to the bucket containing deg(π A (t), R, A). We claim that c is a degree configuration, and is the only degree configuration such that t ∈ R∈R R(c).
c is clearly a map from pairs R, A to buckets. Consider the first constraint in Def-
), R, A ). Thus c(R, A) ≤ c(R, A ).
Moreover, since any tuple in R occurs only once in R, its degree is one, and bucket c(R, attr(R)) = B 0 . And the degree of an empty tuple in R is |R|, so we have c(R, ∅) = B log L (|R|) . Thus c is a degree configuration.
Moreover, for any degree configuration c for which t ∈ R∈R R(c ), we must have t R ∈ R(c ) for all R ∈ R. By definition of R(c ), t can only be included in it if c (R, A) contains deg(π A (t), R, A). Since the buckets are disjoint, this means c (R, A) = c(R, A) for all R, A, which means c = c. This proves the lemma.
A degree configuration also bounds degrees of values in sub-relations, as stated below:
Choosing L The optimal value of parameter L depends on our application. L has three effects : (i) For the DBP/MO bounds (Sections 4.2, 4.3) and sequential algorithm (Section 5), the error in output size estimates is exponential in L (with the exponent depending only on the number of attributes) (ii) The load per processor for the parallel algorithm (Section 6) isÕ(L), where theÕ hides polylog factors in IN. (iii) the number of rounds for the parallel algorithm is log L (IN) . As a result, we choose a small L(= 2) for the sequential algorithm and DBP/MO bounds, and a larger L (= load capacity = IN γ for some γ < 1) for the parallel algorithm.
Beyond AGM : The DBP Bound
We present the DBP bound, which improves on the AGM bound and is used for characterizing the complexity of our parallel join algorithm in Section 6. We start by defining a quantity called the Degree-based packing (DBP). For any relation R ∈ R(c), and any A ⊆ attr(R), let d R,A denote the maximum degree of any value in A in relation R. d R,∅ simply equals |R|. 
Definition 4 Let
is the maximum objective value of the above program, then we define DBP(R, L) to be min C O C,L where the minimum is taken over all covers C.
Proposition 1 Let L > 1 be a constant. Then the output size of R∈R R is iñ
We implicitly prove this result by providing a parallel algorithm (see Section 6) whose complexity equals the output size bound at the maximum parallelism level. We can now define the DBP bound. We arbitrarily set L = 2 for this definition (choosing another constant value only changes the bound by a constant factor). Thus, we define the DBP bound to be c∈C 2 IN DBP(R(c),2) . As a simple corollary, the output size of the join is ≤ the DBP bound.
Intuition Behind the DBP Bound
The intuition behind the DBP bound is clearer when we use the dual version of Linear program 2.
Linear Program 3 (Dual of Linear Program 2)
Linear program 3 is structurally similar to an edge packing program. In edge packing we assign a non-negative weight to each edge such that the total weight on each attribute is ≤ 1, while maximizing the sum of all weights (weighted by log of the relation sizes). The linear program for DBP(R, 2) can be thought of as a variant of edge packing with the following differences:
• Instead of assigning weights to only relations, we assign weights (w R,A ) to subrelations π A R as well.
• We take a minimum over all covers of the join, where covers can consist of relations (R) or subrelations (π A (R)).
• The biggest difference is, in edge packing the weight of each edge π A (R) is multiplied by the log of its size. Here, instead of size, we use the maximum number of distinct values in π A (R) that an external value (in π A\A (R)) can connect to. This in-degree d π A (R),A\A is naturally bounded by the size |π A (R)| but can be smaller for sparse relations. 
Proof Degree configuration c specifies a degree bucket for each (R, A). Let d R,
• S(R, ∅) = 1 • S(R, A) = max A A S(R, A ) × d π A (R),A L If A = ∅, then setting A = ∅ in the definition tells us that S(R, A) ≥ S(R, ∅) × d π A (R),∅ L = |π A (R)| L .
This tells us that S(R, A) is lower bounded by the actual size of
We can inductively prove an upper bound on S(R, A), by its maximum possible size divided by L. Specifically, for A = ∅:
This is easily true for singleton As, since their S is simply equal to
. For bigger As, we can prove this as follows: Each A value in the current configuration has at most Ld R,A neighbors in the original R. Each A value in the current configuration has at least d R,A neighbours in the original R. Thus, each A value in the current configuration has at most
We prove the result by giving a sequence of linear programs, starting from the dual of the fractional cover program (whose optimal objective value equals the log of the AGM bound), and ending with the DBP program (whose optimal objective value equals log of the DBP bound), such that the optimal objective value in each step is less than or equal to that in the previous step.
1. To start with, we have the dual of the fractional cover linear program, that assigns a non-negative value v a to each attribute a such that for each relations R in the join, the sum of values of attributes assigned to that relation is less than the log of the relation size |R|. The objective is to maximize the sum of the v a s. The optimal objective value for this program gives us the AGM bound. 2. We modify the program to include constraints for subrelations. That is, for each R, for each A ⊆ attr(R), we add a constraint saying that the some of values of attributes in A must be ≤ log
. The program is still feasible (since all v a s equal to zero is a valid solution), but more constrained than the previous one. Since it is a maximization problem, additional constraints can only reduce the optimal objective value. 3. We reduce the right hand sides of the constraints from
for each R, A, the resulting program is strictly more constrained, while still being feasible, and hence its optimal objective value is less than or equal to the previous program. 4. Now we actually consider an optimal solution to the linear program. Some of the constraints must be tight in the optimal solution. Moreover for each attribute a, there must exist a tight constraint (R, A) such that a ∈ A, because otherwise we could increase v a slightly, increasing the objective value, without violating any constaints, which contradicts the optimality of our solution. That is, the set of tight constraints (R, A) form a cover of the attributes. Call the cover C. Replace the inequality constraints for (R, A) ∈ C with equality constraints. The resulting program is more constrained, but the previous optimal solution is feasible for this program as well, so it has the exact same optimal objective value. 5. Now for each (R, A) ∈ C and each A ⊆ A, we have an equality constraint a∈A v a = log(S(R, A)) and and inequality constraint a∈A v a ≤ log(S (R, A ) ). Together, these constraints imply a∈A\A v a ≥ log
S(R,A) S(R,A ) .
Thus, for each (R, A) ∈ C, A A, we keep the equality constraint a∈A v a = log(S(R, A)), but replace a∈A v a ≤ log(S(R, A )) with a∈A\A v a ≥ log
S(R,A) S(R,A )
. This gives an equivalent linear program, which hence has the same optimal objective as before. Note that by replacing A with A\A , we can rewrite the above constraint as a∈A v a ≥ log S(R,A) S(R,A\A ) . 6. Now, we keep constraints the same, but try to minimize rather than maximize the objective. The resulting program is still feasible, but may have a smaller objective value. The value won't be zero because now we have ≥ log
S(R,A) S(R,A\A )
constraints for the R, A, A s. 7. Earlier, we had only changed constraints for R, A, A where (R, A) belonged to cover C and A was a subset of A (turning then from ≤ constraints to ≥ constraints). Thus, from our original dual program, we may have leftover ≤ constraints for A that are not the subset of any A in the cover. We drop these constraints. The resulting problem is now less constrained than earlier, and since it is a minimization problem, the resulting objective can only be smaller.
For
A A, the inductive definition of S tells us that
We change the RHS of the R, A, A constraints from log
This only loosens the constraints. For each (R, A) ∈ C,
we currently have an equality constraint a∈A v a = log(S(R, A)). We use the known lower bound on S(R, A) to replace the equality constraint by
. This also loosens the constraints. Note that since d π A (R),∅ = |π A (R)|, this constraint is actually now a special case of the constraints with R, A, A . Since both the above steps loosen the constraints, this can only decrease the optimal objective value. 9. The resulting linear program can be seen to be the program used to define DBP, with an extra 1 L factor in the RHS of each constraint. As L becomes smaller, the optimal objective value of the program tends to that of the DBP program. Moreover, since DBP itself is a minimum over all covers, while for this program we chose a specific cover, the actual DBP is less than the solution to this linear program, which is less than the AGM bound.
This proves the result, as required.
If L is less than the size of each relation, and ρ * is the fractional cover of the join query (used in the AGM bound), then in fact DBP(R(c), L) ≤ L −ρ * AGM. This can be seen by replacing the right hand sides of the constraints of the program in step 1 by |R| L instead of |R|. This reduces the objective value of the original program, and the remaining steps still go through. We now present two examples: one where the DBP bound has a tighter exponent than the AGM bound, and another more general example showing that the DBP bound has a strictly better exponent than AGM for 'almost all' degrees.
Example 3 (Comparison between DBP and AGM) Let L = 2 for this example. Consider a triangle join R(X, Y ) S(Y, Z) T (Z, X). Let |R| = |S| = |T | = N.
Let the degree of each value x in X, in R and T be d. For different values of d, we will choose a cover C and find the objective value of the linear program for that cover. Note that the DBP bound is a minimum over all covers, so it is possible that a different cover C * gives an even smaller linear program objective, but the purpose of this example is to show that the DBP bound can be much tighter than the AGM bound; hence it suffices to show that an 'upper bound' on the DBP bound is much tighter than the AGM bound.
For this cover, the solution to Linear Program 3 is w R,{X,Y } = w T ,{Z} = 1 with all other values set to 0. The objective value is log(N) + log(d) = log(Nd). Thus, the DBP bound is ≤ Nd, which tells us that join output size is upper bounded by Nd.
Since d is large, the number of distinct X values must be small. To take advantage of this, we consider cover C = {(R, {X}), (S, {Y, Z})}. Now the linear program solution is trivially w R,{X} = w S,{Y,Z} = 1, which gives us the join size bound of
In contrast, the AGM bound gives us a loose upper bound of N 
Example 4
As suggested by the above example, the DBP bound has a tighter exponent than the AGM bound for almost all possible degrees (namely, degrees higher or lower than √ N ). As a more general example, suppose we have a join consisting of binary relations of size N each, where each value has degree d, where the join hypergraph is connected. Then the AGM bound on this join will equal the DBP bound only
, then the DBP bound will be smaller than the AGM bound by a factor of at least N 2 .
To show this, consider a traversal of the join hypergraph X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n such that R(X 1 , X 2 ) is a relation in the join, and for all i > 2, there is a j < i such that X j , X i is a relation (call it R(i)) in the join. Then consider cover C = {(R, 
Beyond DBP : The MO Bound
We now present the MO bound, which is even tighter than the DBP bound, and is used when characterizing the complexity of our sequential join algorithm (Section 5). 
Definition 5 Let
Linear Program 4
Maximize
We define m A to be the maximum objective value of the above program. ≤ IN d(A,B,R) ), which explains the third constraint. Maximize s A gives us the highest possible value subject to the constraints, which gives us an upper bound.
Proposition 2 The output size R∈R R is inÕ(IN m A ).
To prove this, we first state and prove a more general proposition, and Proposition 2 will be a corollary. We start by defining a quantity m A for each A ⊆ A. Let Prog(A) be a linear program with the same variables and constraints as that of Linear Program 4, but with the objective set to Maximize s A instead of Maximize s A . m A is then defined as the value of this objective function at the solution to Prog(A). 
Proposition 3 For all
The final R k equals our R A . We produce these relations inductively: 
O A is simply the output of the join R∈R R and since it is a subset of R A which has size ≤ IN m A , the output itself must have sizeÕ (IN m A ) .
We now define the MO bound. We can show the MO bound to be better than the DBP bound. (2), where C is the cover used in the DBP bound.
Theorem 2 For any join query R, and any degree configuration
Proof DBP(R(c), 2) is obtained by solving Linear Program 2 for the optimal cover. Let C be the optimal cover, and v a be the value in the optimal solution for each a ∈ A. And for each A ⊆ A, let s A denote the value in the optimal solution for the linear program Prog(A).
Now for each j , we will show that s B j ≤ j log(2) + a∈B j v a . We do this using induction on j . Then for j = |C| the LHS s B |C| equals MO(R(c)) and RHS |C| log(2) + a∈A v a equals DBP(R(c), 2) + |C| log(2), proving our theorem.
Base 
And by inductive hypothesis, s B j −1 ≤ (j − 1) log(2) + a∈B j −1 v a . This gives us s B j ≤ j log(2) + a∈B j v j . This proves that s B j ≤ j log(2) + a∈B j v a for all j , and consequently that MO(R(c)) ≤ DBP(R(c), 2) + |C| log(2), completing our proof.
Note that since logarithms are to the base IN, the |C| log(2) term is negligible even though it goes in the exponent of the bound i.e. its exponent is a constant. This theorem, along with Theorem 1 implies that the MO bound is tighter than the AGM bound, as stated below.
Theorem 3 The MO bound is inÕ(AGM(R)).
Example 5 Consider a matching database [7] , where each attribute has the same domain of size N, and each relation is a matching. Thus each value has degree 1, and d(A, B, R) equals 0 when A = ∅ and 1 if A = ∅. The MO bound on such a database trivially equals N, which can have an unboundedly smaller exponent than the AGM bound.
Degree Computation
If we do not know degrees in advance we can compute them on the fly, as stated below:
Lemma 3 Given a relation R, A ⊆ attr(R), and L > 1, we can find deg(v, R, A) for each v ∈ π A (R) in a MapReduce setting, withÕ(|R|) total communication, in O(log L (|R|)) MapReduce rounds, and atÕ(L) load per processor (where theÕ(L) hides polylog factors in IN). In a sequential setting, we can compute degrees in timẽ O(|R|).
Proof Suppose the schema of R has K attributes X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X K . Let |A| = K ≤ K. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X K }. We want to find the degree of each value in π X 1 ,X 2 ,...,X K (R). We make no assumption about the starting location of different tuples of R, each tuple of R could be in a different processor.
We have |R| × 1 , x 2 , . . . , x K ) that hash to the same value in {1, 2, . . . , |R|}, times L (the number of processors sending tuples to p), which isÕ(L). At this stage, for each value (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x K ) ∈ (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X K ), we have its total count, which equals its degree in R, as needed.
In the sequential setting, we can simply have one processor simulate the MapReduce computation above. Its computation cost equals the sum of computation and communication costs of all Mappers and Reducers in all rounds. The total computation is fully subsumed by the total communication of the MapReduce algorithm, which isÕ(|R|).
To perform degree-uniformization, we compute degrees for all relations R, and all A ⊆ attr(R). The number of such (R, A) pairs is exponential in the number of attributes and relations, but is still constant with respect to the input size IN.
Sequential Join Processing
We present our results on sequential join processing. Section 5.1 describes our problem setting. In Section 5.2 we present our sequential join algorithm, DARTS (for Degree-based Attribute-Relation TransformS). DARTS handles queries consisting of a join followed by a projection. A join alone is simply a join followed by projection onto all attributes. We pre-process the input by performing degree-uniformization, and then run DARTS on each degree configuration. DARTS works by performing a sequence of transforms on the join problem; each transform reduces the problem to smaller problems with fewer attributes or relations. We describe each of the transforms in turn. We then show that DARTS can be used to recover (while potentially improving on) known join results such as those of the NPRR algorithm, Yannakakis' algorithm, the fhw algorithm, and the AYZ algorithm.
In Section 5.3, we apply DARTS to the subquadratic joins problem; presenting cases in which we can go beyond existing results in terms of the runtime exponent. For a family of joins called 1-series-parallel graphs, we obtain a full dichotomy for the subquadratic joins problem. That is, for each 1-series-parallel graph, we can either show that DARTS processes its join in subquadratic time, or that no algorithm can process it in subquadratic time modulo the 3-SUM problem. Note that 1-series-parallel graphs have treewidth 2, making them easily solvable in quadratic time. Thus, our 3-SUM based quadratic lower bound on some of the graphs is tight, making it, to our knowledge, the only tight bound for join processing time with small output sizes. In contrast, there is a N 4 3 lower bound (using 3-SUM) for triangle joins, but its matching upper bound depends on the additional assumption that the matrix multiplication exponent equals two.
In Section 5.4, we show that most results of the DARTS algorithms can be recovered using the well known framework of Generalized Hypertree Decompositions (GHDs), along with a novel notion of width we call m-width. We show that m-width is no larger than fhw, and is sometimes smaller than submodular width.
Setting
In this section, we focus on a sequential join processing setting. We are especially interested in the subquadratic joins problem stated below: Problem 3 For any graph G, we let each node in the graph represent an attribute and each edge represent a relation of size N. Then we want to know, for what graphs G can we process a join over the relations in subquadratic time, i.e.Õ(N 2− + OUT) for some > 0?
Performing a join in subquadratic time is especially important when we have large datasets being joined, and the output size is significantly smaller than the worst case output size. Note that we define subquadratic to be a poly(N) factor smaller than N 2 , so for instance a N 2 log N algorithm is not subquadratic by our definition. As an example, if a join query is α-acyclic, then Yannakakis' algorithm [20] can answer it in timeÕ(N + OUT), which is subquadratic. More generally, if the fractional hypertree width (fhw) of a query is ρ * , the join can be processed in timẽ O(N ρ * + OUT) using a combination of the NPRR and Yannakakis' algorithms [10] . The fhw of an α-acyclic query is one. For any graph with fhw < 2, we can process its join in subquadratic time. The AYZ algorithm (described in Section 3.7) allows us to process joins over length n cycles in timeÕ(N 2− 1 1+ n 2 + OUT), even though cycles of length ≥ 4 have fhw = 2. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only previous result that can process a join with fhw ≥ 2 in subquadratic time.
The DARTS algorithm is applicable to any join-project problem and not just those with equal relation sizes like in Problem 3. Applying DARTS to Problem 3 lets us process several joins in subquadratic time despite having fhw ≥ 2. Section 5.4 recovers the subquadratic runtimes of DARTS using GHDs that have m-width < 2.
The DARTS Algorithm
We now describe the DARTS algorithm. The problem that DARTS solves is more general than a join. It takes as input a set of relations R, and a set of attributes O (which stands for Output), and computes π O R∈R R. When O = A, the problem reduces to just a join. We first pre-process the inputs by performing degreeuniformization. Then each degree configuration is processed separately by DARTS. The L parameter for degree-uniformization is set to be very small (O(1)). The total computation time is the sum of the computation times over all degree configurations. Let G = (c, R(c), O) . That is, G specifies the query relations, output attributes, and degrees for each attribute set in each relation according to the degree configuration. We let c G , R G , O G denote to degree configuration of G, the relations in G, and the output attributes of G. We define two notions of runtime complexity for the join-project problem on G: Definition 7 Q(G) is the smallest value such that a join-projection with query structure, degrees, and output attributes given by those in G can be processed in timẽ O(Q(G) + OUT). P (G) is the smallest value such that a join-projection with query structure, degrees, and output attributes given by those in G can be processed in timẽ O(P (G)).
Example 6
As an example of the difference between P and Q, consider a chain join G with relations
All relations have size N, and the degree of each attribute in each relation is √ N . Then P (G) would be N 2 , the worst case size of the output (where all attributes have √ N values and each relation is a full cartesian product). Q(G) on the other hand would be N because the join is α-acyclic, and Yannakakis' algorithm lets us process the join in timeÕ(N + OUT).
Heavy, Light and Split
The DARTS algorithm performs a series of transforms on G, each of which reduces it to a smaller problem. In each step, it chooses one of three types of transforms, which we call Heavy, Light and Split. Each transform takes as input G itself and either an attribute or a set of attributes in the relations of G. Then it reduces the joinproject problem on G to a simpler problem via a procedure. This reduction gives us a bound on P (G) and/or Q(G) in terms of the P and Q values of simpler problems. We describe each of these transforms in turn, along with their input, procedure, and bound.
Heavy.
Input: G, An attribute X Procedure: Let R X = {R ∈ R(c) | X ∈ attr(R)}. Then we compute the values of x ∈ X that lie in all relations in R X i.e. vals(X) = R∈R X π X R. Then for each x ∈ vals(X), we marginalize on x. That is, we solve the reduced problem:
. Secondly, in each reduced problem J x , the size of each reduced relation π A\{X} σ X=x R for R ∈ R X reduces to at most d R . Let G denote the reduced relations, degrees, and output attributes for J x . This gives us:
Light.
Input: G, An attribute set X Procedure: The light transform reduces the number of relations in G. Define R X = {R ∈ R(c) | attr(R) ⊆ X}. We compute R X = R∈R(c) π X R. This subjoin is computed using a sequential version of the parallel technique in Section 6. Hence it takes time equal to the DBP bound on that join. Then we delete relations in R X from G, and add R X into R G . The degrees for attributes in R X can be computed in terms of degrees in the relations from R X . As long as |R X | > 1, this gives us a reduced problem G . O stays unchanged for the reduced problem. The size of relation R X can be upper bounded using the DBP bound as well. Let DBP(G, X) denote this bound.
Bound: Q(G) ≤ DBP(G, X) + Q(G ) , P (G) ≤ DBP(G, X)+ P (G )
Split.
Input: G, An articulation set S of attributes [12] that satisfies: Suppose G 1 , G 2 are joins whose attribute sets have no attribute outside S in common, and 
attr(R).
Procedure: We compute R S = π S R∈R G 1
R . This takes time P (G S 1 ), where
G S 1 is like G 1 but with O G S 1 = S. Let J 2 = R∈R G 2 R R S . If O ⊆ R∈R G 2 attr(R)Bound: If S ⊆ O, then Q(G) ≤ P (G S 1 ) + Q(G S1 1 ) + Q(G S2 2 ) If O ⊆ R∈R G 2 attr(R), then P (G) ≤ P (G S 1 ) + P (G 2 ).
Combining the Transforms
Once we know the transforms, the DARTS algorithm (Algorithm 2) is quite straightforward. It recursively enumerates all possible sequences of transforms that can be used to solve the problem, and picks the one that gives the smallest upper bound on Q(G). The number of such transform sequences is exponential in the number of attributes and relations, but constant with respect to data size. The P and Q values of various Gs can be computed recursively given a degree configuration. The G obtained in each recursive step itself specifies a degree configuration, over a smaller problem. The degrees in G can be computed in terms of degrees in G.
We show that DARTS can be used to recover existing results on sequential joins. [17] .
Proposition 4 If we compute the join using a single Light transform, our total cost is ≤ the AGM bound, thus recovering the result of the NPRR algorithm
Proof DARTS selects and performs the sequence of transforms that gives us the smallest upper bound on run time Q. Thus it is sufficient for us to demonstrate a single sequence of transforms that has cost ≤ the AGM bound for computing the join. This will guarantee that the sequence performed by DARTS has runtime no worse than the AGM bound.
The sequence we use consists of a single light transform, with set X equal to A. Then, the transform's cost DBP(G, X) simply equals the DBP bound on the join. Theorem 1 tells us that this is less than the AGM bound on the join. Moreover, after the light transform, the resulting join only has a single relation R X whose size equals the DBP bound on the join. Hence the P and Q values of the original join are ≤ the AGM bound. [20] .
Proposition 5 If we successively apply the Split transform on an α-acyclic join, with G 1 being an ear of the join in each step, then the total cost of our algorithm becomes O(IN + OUT), recovering the result of Yannakakis' algorithm
Proof Our proof follows the ear decomposition used when building a join tree for Yannakakis' algorithm. Applying Split transforms successively to ears lets us replicate Yannakakis' algorithm, rephrased in terms of the Light and Split transforms.
We prove that the Q of an α-acyclic join isÕ(IN), which implies the proposition. We use induction on the number of relations in the join. It is clearly true when we have only 1 relation, so we focus on the inductive step. Suppose Q equals input size for α-acyclic joins with ≤ n − 1 relations, and consider an α-acyclic join with n relations. Because it is α-acyclic, it has an 'ear' i.e. it has a relation R 1 and a relation R 2 such that each attribute on R 1 is either unique to R 1 , or is an attribute of R 2 as well. We apply the Split transform with S = attr(R 1 ) ∩ attr(R 2 ). Since this is a join, O consists of all attributes, hence S ⊆ O. This lets us use the bound:
2 , which consists of a relation R S and the relations in the original join other than R 1 . The attributes of R S are a subset of the attributes of R 1 . We do a light transform with X = attr(R 2 ). R X definitely includes R 2 and R S . Since the attributes in X are all contained in R 2 , the DBP bound on this join is at most the size of R 2 i.e.Õ (IN) . Moreover, the resulting join after the light transform has at most n − 1 relations and is α-acyclic. By the inductive hypothesis, its Q value is IN. Thus the Q value of the whole join is at mostÕ (IN) +Õ(IN) +Õ(IN) +Õ(IN) =Õ(IN) , which completes the proof.
Proposition 6 If a query has fractional hypertree width equal to fhw, then using a combination of Split and Light transforms, we can bound the cost of running DARTS byÕ(IN f hw + OUT), recovering the fractional hypertree width result.
Proof If fhw is the fractional hypertree width of the join, it means there exists a GHD [10, 11] such that the highest value of the AGM bound on the bags of the GHD equals IN f hw . For each bag B of the GHD, we perform a Light transform with X equal to the set of attributes in the bag. The time taken for computing R X is then the DBP bound on that join, which is less than the AGM bound, which is ≤ IN f hw (by the way the GHD was chosen).
After all these light transforms, we are left with an α-acyclic join, where each relation size is ≤ IN f hw . Using Proposition 5, DARTS can process this join in time IN f hw + OUT, proving that DARTS recovers the fhw bound.
Proposition 7 A cycle join of length n with all relations having size N, can be processed by DARTS in timeÕ(N
, recovering the result of the AYZ algorithm [3] .
Proof Our proof involves simply rephrasing the AYZ algorithm (Section 3.7) in terms of Heavy, Light and Split transforms.
Let R i be the relation with schema A i , A i+1 (R n has schema A n , A 1 ). Let =
In degree configurations where at least one attribute A 1 has degree > in a relation, we perform a heavy transform on A i . The number of distinct A i values is at most
This leaves the degree configurations where all attributes A i have all degrees ≤ . Then we perform a sequence of n − 2 light transforms. In the (2i + 1) th step, we In the next subsection, we present a few of the cases in which we can go beyond existing results. Since we are primarily interested in joins, the output attribute set O below is always assumed to be A.
Subquadratic Joins
Now we consider applications of DARTS to the subquadratic joins problem. To reiterate, a subquadratic joins problem is specified by the join graph alone, as all input relation sizes are assumed to be N. Analyzing a run of DARTS on a join graph allows us to obtain a subquadratic runtime upper bound in several cases.
1-Series-Parallel Graphs
We define a set of graphs for which we have a complete decision procedure to determine if they can be solved in subquadratic time modulo the 3-SUM problem.
Definition 8 A 1-series-parallel graph is one that consists of :
• A source node X S • A sink node X T • Any number of paths, of arbitrary length, from X S to X T , having no other nodes in common with each other
Equivalently, a 1-series-parallel graph is a series parallel graph that can be obtained using any number of series transforms (which creates paths) followed by exactly one parallel transform, which joins the paths at the endpoints. A cycle is a special case of a 1-series-parallel graph. An example 1-series-parallel graph is shown in Fig. 1 . It has three paths of length three each between the source (X S )and sink (X T ) nodes.
We now state three lemmas that let us determine subquadratic solvability for different kinds of 1-series-parallel graphs. 
Lemma 4 If we have a 1-series-parallel graph, which has a direct edge from
So it suffices to show that
• Suppose all attributes in G 1 have degree ≤ δ. Then we perform a sequence of light transforms until the join is solved, at a total cost of ≤ Nδ n =Õ(N 2− 1 1+n ).
• Suppose the path Z is given by X 0 = X S , X 1 , . . . , X n = X T . If any attribute X l in G 1 has degree > δ, we perform a heavy transform on it. After a heavy transform, we are left with a chain X l+1 , X l+2 , . . . , X T , X S , X 1 , . . . , X l−1 . Then we perform a split transform with articulation set X l−2 , and G 1 consisting of X l−2 , X l−1 . Since the output attribute set consists of X S , X T , which lies entirely in G 2 , we use the split bound Here, the P (G S 1 ) term is simply N, so this split transforms effectively removes X l−1 from the chain. We can similarly remove remaining attributes from the edges,leaving only X S and X T , which gives a P value of N. Multiplying by the N/δ term of the heavy transform gives us a cost of
This shows that the join can be processed in subquadratic time given byÕ(N 2− 1 1+n + OUT).
Lemma 5
Suppose we have a 1-series-parallel graph G, which does not have a direct edge from X S to X T , but which has a vertex X U such that there is an edge from X S to X U and from X U to X T (i.e. a path of length 2 from X S to X T ). Let G be the graph obtained by deleting the vertex X U and edges X S X U and X U X T . Then the join on G can be processed in subquadratic time if and only if that on G can be processed in subquadratic time.
Proof One direction of the lemma is easy to prove: If G requires quadratic time to solve, then by setting X S X U and X U X T to be full Cartesian products, we make join G equivalent to G , which means it must take quadratic time.
Now assume G can be solved in time N 2− for some > 0. Firstly, if X U has degree > N 1− 2 in either relation, then we perform a heavy transform on X U , giving a total cost of ≤ N 2− 2 , which is subquadratic. So now assume the degree of X U is ≤ N 1− 2 . Then perform a light transform on {X S , X U , X T }, to get a relation of size ≤ N 2− 2 . Then split with G 1 consisting of X S , X U , X T . This gives a relation with attributes X S X T of size ≤ N 2− 2 , to be added to G 2 . Now the proof is similar to the proof for the previous lemma. We again have an edge from X S to X T , along with a number of other paths. Only this time, the edge relation has size ≤ N 2− 2 , rather than = N. But like before, we can choose a path Z, and let its length be n. Then we perform a split with articulation points X S , X T , and G 1 consisting of attributes of Z. Then we are left with a P (G
Like before, we choose a small enough δ (= N 2n+4 ) such that if all attributes in Z have degree ≤ δ in relations if size N, then we perform a sequence of light transforms that give total cost N 2− 2 +δ n which is subquadratic.
If the attributes don't all have degree ≤ δ in relations of size N, then choose the smallest l such that X l has degree > δ (where Z is again written as X 0 = X S , X 1 , . . . , X n−1 , X n = X T ). Suppose its degree is d. Then we perform light transforms for {X 0 , X 1 , X 2 }, {X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X 3 }, . . . {X 0 , X 1 . . . , X l−1 }, which give a total cost of N 2− 2 +(l−1)δ , getting a relation R l with attributes X n , X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X l . Let the degree of X l in R l be d . Now we perform the heavy transform on X l , which has at most min(
For each value, we get a chain, where each relation is of size ≤ N, except for R l which has size d . Then using split transforms like in the previous lemma proof, we can take out X l+1 , X l+2 and so on one by one, and be left with R l alone, which is projected down to {X S , X T }. This gives a cost of N + d per a ∈ X l . The total cost is thus min(
δ + |R l |, which is subquadratic. This proves the lemma, as required.
Lemma 6
Let G be any 1-series-parallel graph which does not have an edge from X S to X T , but has ≥ 3 paths of length at ≥ 3 each, from X S to X T . Then a join over G can be processed in subquadratic time only if the 3-SUM problem can be solved in subquadratic time.
We will reduce our join problem to the 3-XOR problem. We only prove hardness for the simplest 1-series-parallel graph having 3 paths of size = 3 here. Joins on larger graphs can easily be reduced to this graph. Thus, we prove the theorem below (We use slightly different notation for the attribute names for convenience): G with attributes A, B 1 , C 1 , B 2 , C 2 , B 3 , C 3 ,  D, and relations R i (A, B i Proof We can assume that N is a power of 2. If it is not, we can simply introduce some dummy numbers while increase the problem size by at most a factor of 2. Suppose we have a c > 0 and a corresponding algorithm. Now consider any 3-XOR instance x 1 , x 2 , ...x N . We will use the join algorithm to subquadratically solve this instance. We use a family of linear hash functions:
Theorem 4 Consider a join over graph
Hash Function h. For input length l and output length r, the function h uses r l-bit keysā = (a 1 , a 2 , ...a r ) and is defined as hā(x) = ( a 1 , x , a 2 , x , ... a r , x ) where a, b denotes inner product modulo 2.
This hash function is linear, i.e. h(x) + h(y) = h(x + y) where addition is bitwisexor. Also, hā(0) = 0 for allā, and Prā [hā(x) = hā(y)] ≤ 2 −r for any x = y.
We pick a small d > 0 (the exact value will be specified later), and let H = N 1+d . Assume we picked the d such that N 1+d is a power of 4 (We can always do this for sufficiently large N). We will hash down our numbers to [H ], i.e. to r = log(H ) bits. The linearity of the hash function means that if x i + x + j + x k = 0, then h(x i ) + h(x j )+h(x k ) = 0 as well. On the other hand, if x i +x j +x k = 0, then the probability that h(x i )+h(x j )+h(x k ) = 0 is 1 H . We will try to solve the 3-XOR problem over the hashed values, and if the original problem has a solution (3 numbers that sum to 0), then so will the hashed values. On the other hand, the expected number of false positives (triples of numbers that don't sum to zero, but whose hashed values sum to 0) is given by the number of triples times the probability of a false positive, i.e.
We have H buckets containing N numbers total. Call a hash bucket heavy if it has more than N a elements. We would like to bound the number of elements that are contained in 'heavy' buckets.
We use a Lemma from Reference [6] :
H . Let S be a set of N elements, and let B h (x) = {y ∈ S | h(x) = h(y)}. For all k, we have
In particular, the expected number of elements from S with
Thus, the expected number of elements in 'heavy' buckets is N 1−a , which is in o(N). For each heavy element, we can try summing it with each other x i , and see if the resulting sum is one of the x i s. Thus, we can check the sum condition on all heavy elements in time N 2−a . Thus, we can now assume that all buckets have < N a elements.
We now present an instance of the join that is reducible from the 3-XOR problem instance. For each attribute B i and C i , their values consist of all bit combinations with -bit numbers whose bitwise-xor is 0. There are N 1+d such triples. For each such triple, we take one element a i ∈ A, and connect it to each of t i,1 ∈ B 1 , t i,2 ∈ B 2 , t i,3 ∈ B 3 . Similarly, we take one element d i ∈ D and connect it to each of t i,1 ∈ C 1 , t i,2 ∈ C 2 , t i,3 ∈ C 3 . Thus, we have a join instance with relations of size N 1+d . Setting up this join instance given the 3-XOR instance takes timẽ
Now we analyze the output of this join instance. Suppose we have an output tuple (x i,1 , x i,2 , x i,3 ) is a solution to the 3-XOR problem, or it is a false positive. Now we apply the subquadratic join algorithm whose existence we assumed, on our join instance of size N 1+d . If it runs for time greater thanÕ(N (1+d) (2−c) 
2 ), we terminate it and return 'true' for the 3-XOR problem (we will justify this later). Otherwise, for each output tuple, we get a triple of hash buckets whose bitwise xor is zero. For each such triple of buckets, we check the (at most N 3a ) corresponding triples of x i 's and check if they sum to 0. This takes timẽ O(N (1+d) (2−c) 
If we find such a triple, then we return true for the 3-XOR problem. If we don't find such a triple for any of the outputs of the join, we return false. Now recall that the expected number of false positives is N 2−d . If the correct answer to the 3-XOR problem is false, then the program should terminate in timeÕ(N (1+d) (2−c) + N 2−d ) with high probability. This justifies our decision to return true if the program runs for a polynomially longer time, as the probability of the correct answer falls exponentially as the program keeps running beyondÕ(N (1+d) (2−c) 
This means we can solve the 3-XOR problem with high probability, in timẽ O(N 2−a + N 1+d + N (1+d) (2−c) (2 − c) ). This way, 3-XOR can be solved in time N 2−t , proving the theorem.
These three lemmas together imply the following theorem, along with a corresponding decision procedure for subquadratic solvability of 1-series-parallel graphs: 1. There is a direct edge (path of length one) between X S and X T 2. There are at most 2 paths between X S and X T that have length ≥ 3.
The runtime improvements of DARTS over existing algorithms are not restricted to 1-series-parallel graphs, or even to treewidth-2 joins. We demonstrate this via an example of the general bipartite graph K m,n . . If the degree for an attribute is > , we could marginalize on it and achieve a runtime ofÕ( −1 N 3− 2,3 + OUT). On the other hand, if all degrees are ≤ , then we can perform a Light transform on {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , Y i } for each i to get 3 relations of size ≤ N 2 each. We can join them using Split transforms, getting a runtime ofÕ(N 2 + OUT). Either way, the runtime of DARTS is bounded byÕ(N 3− 3,3 + OUT) where
A New Notion of Width (m-Width)
We demonstrate a way to formulate the DARTS algorithm for joins (without projection) in terms of GHDs.
We use the definition of m A from Section 4. This theorem lets us recover all our subquadratic joins results as well. That is, for the 1-series-parallel graphs that have a subquadratic join algorithm (as per Theorem 5), we can construct a GHD that has m-width less than 2, as we see next.
Recovering DARTs Results Using GHDs
Theorem 3 shows that the MO bound is smaller than the AGM bound. As a result, the MW of a GHD is smaller than its fhw. This lets us trivially recover Propositions 4-6. We now show how to recover the subquadratic join results from Theorem 5 and the AYZ result.
Proposition 8 A cycle join of length n with all relations having size N, has m-width
, recovering the result of the AYZ algorithm.
The cycle join has relations R 1 (X 1 , X 2 ), . . . , R n (X n , X 1 ) of size N each. Choose = N 1 1+ n/2 as before. We will show that for each degree configuration, we can construct a GHD that has MW ≤ 2 − 1 1+ n/2 . Suppose the configuration is such that the degree of some X k if ≥ , then we build a GHD with a bags {X k }∪attr(R j ) for each j . The bags form a chain If all degrees in the configuration are ≤ , we form a GHD with two bags: {X 1 , X 2 , . . ., X n/2 } and {X 1 , X n , X n−1 , . . ., X n/2 }. The m value of each bag is still N n/2 = N 2 −1 . This time, we have m {X 1 ,X 2 } ≤ log(N) and for each i,
Thus for each degree configuration, we can find a GHD with MW ≤ N 2 −1 , which implies that m-width is ≤ 2 − 1 1+ n/2 , which lets us recover the AYZ result.
Lemma 8 If we have a 1-series-parallel graph, which has a direct edge from X S to X T (i.e. a path of length 1), then the m-width of a join over the graph is < 2.
Proof Once again, we will show that for any degree configuration, we can construct a GHD with MW < 2. Suppose there are k paths from X S to X T excluding the X S X T edge. Each of the k paths, along with edge X S X T forms a cycle. For each cycle, we form a GHD for the given degree configuration like we did for the AYZ recovery. Call these GHDs D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D k . Since we have an edge X S X T , each D i contains at least one bag B i that contains both X S and X T . We create a new bag {X S , X T }, and connect it to each B i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This gives us a GHD for the full join, and the m value of its bags is no more than it was in the original GHDs, which was shown to be < 2 when we recovered AYZ. As a result, when there is a X S X T edge, we have GHD with MW < 2 for every degree configuration, and thus the m-width of the join is < 2.
Lemma 9
Suppose we have a 1-series-parallel graph G, which does not have a direct edge from X S to X T , but has a vertex X U such that there is an edge from X S to X U and from X U to X T (i.e. a path of length 2 from X S to X T ). Let G be the graph obtained by deleting the vertex X U and edges X S X U and X U X T . Then the m-width of a join on G is < 2 if and only if the m-width of the join on G is < 2.
Proof We have edge X S X U and X U X T and no direct edge X S X T . As before, one direction is easy to prove. Suppose the m-width of the join over G is < 2. That is, the join on G has a GHD with MW < 2 for all degree configurations. Then for any configuration c for G , consider the corresponding configuration c for G where X U has degree N in both its relations and other degrees are the same. Consider the GHD with MW < 2 for this configuration on G. We have s {X U } = 0 and s A = s A∪{X U } for all A ⊆ A. Then the GHD obtained by removing X U from each bag gives us a GHD for G with MW < 2. This implies that the m-width of the join over G is also < 2. Now suppose the m-width of the join over G is < 2. That is, there is an such that for each degree configuration for G , there is a GHD with MW ≤ 2− . Now consider any degree configuration c for G and the configuration c for G obtained by keeping the same degrees for all values (not in X U ). Suppose X U has degree ≥ N 1− 2 , then s {X U } ≤ /2. Let D be a GHD of G with MW < 2 − . Adding X U to each bag of GHD D gives us a GHD for G that has MW < 2 − /2.
So now we can assume that the degree of X U is ≤ N 1− 2 in both its relations. Thus s {X S ,X U ,X T } ≤ 2 − 2 . Now like in the previous proof, we will consider every other path from X S to X T , and construct a GHD with MW < 2 for each path, which has at least one bag containing both X S and X T . Then we can create a new bag {X S , X T } and use it to stitch all the GHDs together to get a GHD for G that has MW < 2. We now describe how to construct the MW < 2 GHD for each path.
Consider any other path X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n where X 1 = X S , X n = X T . Let our relations in the path be R 1 (X 1 , X 2 ) , . . . , R n−1 (X n−1 X n ). Let δ = N /(2n+4) . Suppose some X i has degree ≥ δ in relation R i . Choose the smallest such i, (so for all j < i, the degree of X j in R j is ≤ δ). Then we form a GHD with one bag {X n , X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X i }, and also a bag {X i }∪R j for each j > i. (N 2 δ −1 ) , since m {X j ,X j +1 } ≤ log(N) and X i adds at most log(Nδ −1 ). Thus the MW of the path GHD is ≤ 2 − log(δ). On the other hand, if no X i has degree ≥ δ in any R i , then a single bag {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n } has m ≤ log(N 2− 2 δ n−2 ), which gives us a GHD for the path with MW < 2.
Thus for each degree configuration of G, we can construct a GHD with MW < 2, which implies that the m-width of the join over G is < 2.
Comparison to Other Widths
Theorems 6 and 2 imply that our new notion of width (m-width) is tighter than fhw. We now compare m-width to submodular width (which, barring m-width, is the tightest known notion of width applicable to general joins). We show examples where m-width is tighter than submodular width, but we do not know in general if m-width is tighter than submodular width. . Similarly, if we consider a clique join with n attributes (i.e. for each pair of attributes, there is a single relation with N tuples), and all degrees are 1 in each relation, then the m-width of the join is 1, while the submodular width is n/2, which can be unboundedly larger.
The above examples rely on the fact that m-width takes actual degrees of the relations following degree-uniformization into account, while submodular width uses worst-case degrees. In addition, whenever m A happens to be a submodular function over A, m-width is guaranteed to be ≤ submodular width. Unfortunately, m A is not always submodular, as shown by the example below: The above example gets to the heart of why our degree uniformization is weaker than Marx's uniformization (while being less expensive). Our degrees are uniform within relations, but not necessarily in the final output. For example, each A value has degree √ N in the relations, but because only √ N out of N B and C values will be in the output, the degree of an A value in the output can range anywhere from 1 to √ N . Marx's uniformization ensures that degrees are uniform in certain projections of the output as well.
Example 9 Consider a join R(A, B) S(B, C) T (B) U(C)
Even . This change in the number of values is not taken into account in our s values. One naive way to remedy this is to repeatedly perform degree-uniformization after every step of the join, but this can lead to a higher than linear cost.
Relating Subquadratic Solvability to Widths
Each graph that we showed to be subquadratically solvable has m-width < 2 (and also submodular width < 2) while having fhw equal to 2. Moreover, the 3-SUM hard 1-series-parallel graph from Theorem 5 can be shown to have submodular width equal to 2. We show this next. 
Theorem 7 Consider the 1-series-parallel graph with edges
Now any GHD that puts X S and X T together must have width 2 since m {X s ,X T } = 2. But if X S and X T never occur together, then the path between their nodes in the GHD must contain each of the paths in the graph ({X S A i , A i B i , B i X T } for all i). Thus each node in the path must contain at least one node from each path, and at least of them must contain the edge A 1 B 1 . This means that at least one node in the GHD must contain four of the A i s and B i s combined, which again makes the width 2. This shows that the submodular width of the 3-SUM hard graph is 2.
Similarly, we can show that for the degrees used in the 3-SUM proof, m-width of the above graph is also 2. This may suggest that a join can be solved subquadratically if and only if its submodular width is < 2. However, this is not the case. In fact, submodular width is not the a tight lower bound on the runtime exponent. As a counterexample, a triangle join has submodular width equal to 3/2. But when output size is small, a triangle join can be computed in time IN 4/3 [9] . This triangle computation algorithm uses matrix multiplication as a subroutine, and makes use of the fact that the matrix multiplication exponent ω is < 3 (The matrix multiplication exponent ω is defined as the smallest value such that two dense N × N matrices can be multiplied in timeÕ(N ω )). Another more complicated example is the graph with edges
A join over the graph can be solved in subquadratic time when output size is small [13] .
Thus while m-width < 2 implies subquadratic solvability, the converse is not true. So known notions of width do not fully characterize subquadratically solvable graphs.
Parallel Join Processing
Like in sequential settings, degree-uniformization can be applied in a MapReduce setting. The DBP bound presented in Section 4.2 characterizes the complexity of our parallel algorithm. We now present a 3-round MapReduce algorithm whose cost equals the DBP bound at the highest level of parallelism.
Parallel Join Algorithm
Our algorithm works at all levels of parallelism specified by load level L (with the minimum possible load being polylog in IN). Its communication cost matches the DBP bound when L = O(1). We formally state the result, and then provide examples of its performance. 
Proof The join consists of the following steps:
1. Perform degree finding and uniformization using bucket range L, as shown in Section 4.1. 2. For each degree configuration, re-compute the degrees, and use them to solve Linear Program 2 for each cover. Let C be the cover that gives the smallest objective value. This smallest value will equal DBP(R(c), L). Load. Now we analyze load per processor. Fix some processor proc, and some (R, A) ∈ C. Let load proc,R,A denote the number of tuples that proc receives from π A (R). We will prove that load proc,R,A is inÕ(L) with probability ≥ Thus the m th moment is obtained by summing over all m-tuples of tuples in π A (R), the probability that all m tuples get sent to proc. The probability that all m tuples get sent to the same processor depends on how many attribute values the tuples have in common. For example, if the tuples are all equal, the probability is IN a∈A −v a . If the tuples share fewer values, then the probability is lower, since a higher number of distinct values needs to be hashed to the same bucket for the tuples to end up at the same processor. Motivated by this, we split the m th moment summation into parts based on which attribute values the tuples have in common. (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 ) given by t 1 = (x 1 , y 1 , z 1 Note that using GHD based algorithms (that have runtimeÕ(IN f hw +OUT)) does not improve theÕ(N 3 2 ) runtime, as all three relations must be in a single bag of the GHD.
Conclusion and Future Work
We demonstrated that using degree information for a join can let us tighten the exponent of our output size bound. We presented a parallel algorithm that works at all levels of parallelism, and whose communication cost matches a tightened bound at the maximum parallelism level. We proposed the question of deciding which joins can be processed in subquadratic time, and made some progress towards answering it. We showed a tight quadratic lower bound for a family of joins, making it the only known tight bound that makes no assumptions about the matrix multiplication exponent. We presented an improved sequential algorithm, namely DARTS, that generalizes several known join algorithms, while outperforming them in several cases.
We recovered the results of DARTS in the GHD framework, using a novel notion of width that is tighter than fhw and sometimes tighter than submodular width as well.
We presented several cases in which DARTS outperforms existing algorithms, in the context of subquadratic joins. However, it is likely that DARTS outperforms existing algorithms on joins having higher treewidths as well. A fuller exploration of the improved upper bounds achieved by DARTS is left to future work. Section 5.6 shows an example where a join can be performed in subquadratic time despite its m-width/submodular width being = 2. Thus the problem of precisely characterizing which joins can be performed in subquadratic time remains open. Moreover, we focused entirely on using degree information for join processing; using other kinds of information stored by databases to improve join processing is a promising direction for future work.
